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Theatrical Iteration 

by Vajra Chandrasekera 

 

I’m walking faster; I don't know if I’m being chased. I’m not walking, the body is 

walking. It trots and slows again, wheezing. I watch it do these things. I’m simmering in a 

broth of anxiety and cortisol but it’s not really mine—it’s just part of the script. The feet ache 

in too-small shoes. Why so small? Because the scripting engine probably found mention of 

blisters in my original’s autopsy record. If it is capable of being pleased, it is probably very 

pleased with this telling detail, this authenticity.  

The crowd is thick around me. Sometimes I think I remember that this is strange, but 

of course I couldn’t remember that. I just know, as a dry fact without corroboration, that the 

future is emptier than this. 

The head keeps twisting to look back, but sees only evening city, head-down swiftly 

striding crowd, orange of sunset through smog reflected in window glass, orange of traffic 

lights signaling imminence, orange of vehicle brake lights stop start stop start like me, orange 

you glad you aren’t like me. I want to laugh—a coincidental itch in the dry throat excites me 

for a moment—but can’t, of course. The mouth coughs instead, recruiting the throat and the 

chest and the diaphragm in harmony. It’s a whole production. I’d clap if I could. 

The head twists around again, scanning too quickly and haphazardly for pursuers. I 

know what the body sees, though I have no control over it—if I do have pursuers, if they’re 

really back there somewhere, I would search for them methodically, turn on them, face them. 

I would want to know for sure, not these fearful half-glimpses and this pounding heart, this 

turnaway face, these fleeing feet. But I can’t move or speak or act in any way except as 

scripted. Every word and step is remorselessly choreographed by the chronoadaptive 

scripting engine from our miserable future, attempting to patch the damaged, bleeding 
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timeline with us, prisoners under devolitional programming. Since I have no control, since I 

am only a little spark being carried along in a mind and body, sometimes I drift, I admit. I’m 

not always paying attention to my life, until something dreadful happens, or seems about to 

happen. Dread keeps me present. 

I am as alone as a consciousness can be, and yet part of a we: I know that. We are 

unwilling warm bodies from the future, serving time. We are filling in for our absent 

ancestors whose lives these were supposed to be, before they were erased by the chrononautic 

megadeath events—virulent future pathogens let loose in the past, nuevofascista attempts to 

improve the yield of the genocides of the Five Century War, loose grandfathers and bootstrap 

garrottes—that made our future history so thin and unstable, our future world so uncertain, so 

wobbly and ready to pop like a soap bubble, with causality spills polluting linearity and 

nonconsensus reality eroding into extinction events at every minor paradox, that the future 

had to declare a War on Uncertainty.  

The only way to hold history up again, they decided, to shore up its eroded 

foundations, to stiffen its sinews, to make it strong enough to bear the weight of a future that 

was desirable and fixed, was to send back re-enactors to make sure everything happened as it 

was supposed to, to everyone that it was supposed to. A cleaned-up do-over of history where 

everybody gets everything right, which is to say, mostly wrong, so that the future can 

properly redeem it. 

They used volunteers at first, as re-enactors, but it soon became obvious that they 

needed us in our millions, perhaps billions. So the Theatrical Iteration was introduced as the 

greatest public works program in all time. Naturally, they used prisoners. It simplified—it 

will simplify, it will have simplified—a great many details: volunteers had demanded various 

standards of treatment that were not cost-effective, and in a crisis, pragmatism is key. We 

prisoners were the ideal raw material of history, being otherwise unoccupied and untethered 

by rights and obligations. The scripting engine and its agents were the perfect wardens, and 

history itself the perfect prison. 

I know these things so well because they put it in the sentencing preamble. They laid 

it all out, ensured we would know it, if nothing else, by heart. They wanted us to remember 

that part. They said it would be cruel and unusual punishment if we didn’t even know why we 

were doing whatever we were doing.  
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Here’s what I don’t remember: my real name, the future I came from, the crimes for 

which I was sent back. Sometimes I think I might not have committed any, but I suppose I 

would think that, wouldn’t I? At the sentencing, they said all such memories would be 

excised to protect iteration security. All we know, all we can know, is that we are prisoners 

and our punishment is to serve society in the Theatrical Iteration of history. In the great 

tradition of its ideological forebears, The War on Uncertainty uses uncertainty as its weapon.  

We were told this: the Theatrical Iteration course-corrects and does essential 

maintenance on history so that humanity can have not only a future at all, but the future it 

always deserved. The script of the Theatrical Iteration is constantly (re)written in (un)real 

time to faithfully (re)create history—the sainted original, untainted by the endless mucking 

about with time that led us to this dire situation, all that rewriting and reclaiming and 

subverting and reinterpreting and improving and creatively intervening—where records 

allow, and to extrapolate where records do not, never breaking kayfabe. We should feel proud 

to be its instrumentalized bodies; we should be proud to have our bodies do this labour; we 

should be glad the scripting engine allows our consciousness to rest in contemplation, to be 

fully absolved from the responsibilities of thoughts and actions.  

What I do feel is the ache in the instep, the dull fire deep in the calves, the thickness 

in the burdened lungs. I don’t want to run but can’t stop running and I don’t know when the 

script will let me stop and I don’t know who's chasing me.  

A heretically metatextual thought occurs: what if I am being chased by wardens from 

the carceral future—had I broken character? The devolitional programming must have flaws. 

Surely sometimes prisoners must break free, or even fall out of compliance without knowing 

how. Is that why I’m running? Or is this still part of the script? There are reasons enough why 

someone might be chasing the person whose life I am enacting. If I willed myself hard 

enough to stop running, would the body stop? But if I’m free and running, I don’t want my 

first act to be to stop and be killed. So I keep running. I watch the body running. 

People ignore me even when I jostle them. How many in this crowd might be 

prisoners like me? How many of them are native? None of them meet my eyes and for a 

moment I desperately envy their possible ignorance, their interiorities uncontaminated with 

the terrible knowledge that history is a sham and a shackle, a shambolic ramshackle. Perhaps 

even other prisoners don’t remember where they’re really from. Perhaps their sentences were 
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mercifully commuted to allow them to drown in false consciousness. Perhaps they descended 

into comforting delusions. Perhaps only I remember. 

The body mistakes an alley for a short cut and ducks in. I can see perfectly well that 

it’s a dead end, but I have to wait for the body to stumble all the way to the end, tripping over 

burst garbage bags, before finally becoming aware that I’m trapped and setting off fireworks 

of panic that I endure with exhaustion. The body leans against the wall and slides down to a 

half-crouch, thighs and calves cramping painfully. The concrete is slick under the hands. My 

hands.  

A white van pulls up at the mouth of the alley. One man exits and walks toward me. 

He could be a warden, or a native, or another prisoner following the script. His hands are bare 

but his shirt is a few sizes too large and loose. He might conceal a weapon in his waistband. I 

recognize the tell: the secret police despise secrecy.  

The body is a dissident journalist. I’ve lived his life—my second life, my sentence—

but without a say in my choices, are they still of consequence? If I’m about to be executed or 

disappeared, did I earn it? It only means that the scripting engine decided to re-enact a 

dissident from the original iteration of history to the sixth decimal. It only means I played a 

part. Perhaps it is my death, not my life, that is significant to history’s script. I find the 

distinction doesn’t mean much to me and I feel no pride in serving, but nobody asked. 

The policeman approaches secretively, unhurriedly, close enough to see the panicked 

whites of my eyes. His own are startlingly bright against the dark of his skin, as mine must 

be. I recognize something in them. It’s easy to delude myself—to think only I remember—

but this is a small madness, easily cured. I know I’m not the only one because I see proof all 

the time. You have to watch out for it. Like the rare green flash at the upper rim of the setting 

sun, which you catch only if you’re patient and don’t blink. Sometimes you can sense the 

prisoner in someone else—the flash of hard time’s desperation, something more primal than 

the words that our bodies deny us. In the eyes, sometimes, or in the hadal zones of the voice’s 

deep, or in the faint tectonic shivers transmitted from flesh to flesh, we still recognize the 

unending scream in the other. 

 

 


